Abstract. --Recursive methods for generating conjugate directions with respect to an arbitrary matrix are investigated. There are three basic techniques to achieve this aim: (i) minimizing a quadratic form, (ii) generation by projections, and (iii) use of matrix equations. These techniques are equivalent to each other, however, the third one is stressed in this paper because of its versatility. Among matrix equation forms Hestenes -Stiefel type recursions and L~nczos type recursions are mentioned, where the recursion matrices are bidiagonal matrices in the simple case. With respect to the choice of recursion matrices, direct and reverse methods are introduced. The recursion matrices may have lower and upper triangular forms in the direct case and they may be lower and upper Hessenberg matrices in the reverse case. The recurslon matrices chosen here are as simple as possible, actually they have no more nonzero elements than that of a bidiagonal matrix. Consequently, the storage of four vectors suffices to perform the recursions in all cases. It is shown that restructuring the bidiagonal matrices makes it posssible to avoid zero divisors for the Hestenes -Stiefel type schemes.
INTRODUCTION
This is an English language version of three papers that have appeared in Hungarian [I] - [3] . These dealt with conjugate direction methods, and were concerned with generalizing recursions and dealing with the problem of avoiding a zero or nearly zero divisor.
The generalization was carried out on rectangular matrices with the aid of projections, but the resulting recursions in their simple form might break down in the case of zero divisors.
The zero divisor problem was first studied by Luenherger [4] , who gave a way to continue the conjugate gradient method if an exact zero divisor occured for an indefinite symmetric matrix. Later Fletcher [5] did not find the method appropriate because it was not applicable to nearly zero divisors and he searched for more appropriate methods among minimal residual and biconjugate gradient methods.
This introduction gives some basic theorems on conjugate directions with respect to a rectangular matrix A, and the generalized recursions are defined in terms of projections. The resulting recursions then lead to matrix forms which are the starting points of more sophisticated schemes. The resulting schemes are classified as Hestenes -Stiefel and L~czos type schemes and one can introduce among them direct and reverse schemes. Although they are briefly considered here, L~nczos type schemes are not dealt with in detail.
The zero divisor -free direct scheme of Hestenes -Stiefel type is given in the second section, while the zero divisor -free reverse scheme of Hestenes Stiefel type can be found in the third section. Theorems are given for the properties of the schemes, hence it is possible to neglect the proofs of some statements in the introduction.
Definition 1.1
The vectors vj E C m and uk E C", j,k = 1,2,... are said to form an A -conjugate or Abiorthogonal system with respect to matrix A E C m'n if the relations v~Auk = c~j6j,k, crj # O, j = 1,2,... This definition is an extension of the orthogonality concept. In the case of special systems and matrices, special terms are used for the A -conjugate vector systems as it can be seen in the add a new A -conjugate pair to the system {vS, us}~= 1.
For proof it is enough to check Definition 1.1 with the projectors in (1.2) and exploit the Aconjugate property of the vectors v s and u s .
The systems {vS, Auj } and {AHvs, u s } are biorthogonal by the A -conjugate property, hence the left and right vectors in these systems form linearly independent vector sets.
Definition I.~
An A -conjugate system is said to be full if it has the maximal number of A -conjugate vector pairs.
Theorem 1.~
The maximal number of A -conjugate pairs is equal to e, the rank of matrix A. In the case of a full A -conjugate system, the vectors AHvS, Au s yield a rank -factorization of matrix A. Eqn. (1.5) can be written in the matrix form:
where VHAU is a diagonal matrix. The matrix
is a (1, 2) -generalized inverse to A because AXA = A is equivalent to (1.7) and XAX = X also holds. Simple recursive generation of A -conjugate pairs can be done as follows: Starting with two vectors r0 E era and q0 E C n, compute for i = 0, 1,...
where P~ = Ira, P~ = In, Ai+l and ~oi+l are freely chosen parameters and the positive definite Hermitian matrices C E Cra'ra and K E C ~'~ may serve as preconditioners. As will be shown later, vectors rj form a C -orthogonal system and vectors qj form a K -orthogonal system. Moreover, adding the A -conjugate property, one can simplify recursions (1.13) -(1.14) to [6] in the case of C = K = I and to the Hestenes scheme [7] , if C = K ¢ I. It is worth noting that there are some other basic projection methods for generating Aconjugate directions. Here we mention two others.
In the second scheme, the C -and K -orthogonal projections are introduced by (1.21)
If the scaling parameters At and @i are chosen so that IIrdl = 1 and Ilqdl = 1, then these formulae get even simpler. While the previous scheme in its simple form is widely known and applied, this second scheme seems to be unnoticed as yet.
However, they are not basically different from each other. The second scheme (1.20) -(1.21) produces the same A -conjugate directions if the starting pair {vt, ul} coincides with that of the first method (1.15) -(1.16). They also generate the same rj, qj directions if r x and qx are the same for both methods. The term 'direction' is used because the length of the vectors in the two methods may be different. And switching from one method to the other, they will produce the already generated directions in reverse order. Due to the orthogonal projections and the reversion property, we have called the latter method reverse or orthogonal recurs/on. The third scheme is as follows: For starting vectors r0 E C m and q0 E C n, compute for j=0,1,... [1] . These statements can easily be shown by the matrix forms of the recursions which will be introduced here.
In order to do this, collect vectors rj and qj into matrices R and Q similarly as was done in (1.6) for vectors vj, moreover, introduce the diagonal matrices 
where
Here the recursion matrices may also have the same forms as before: L is a lower, F is an upper bidiagonal matrix in the 'direct' case, but L is an upper, F is a lower bidiagonal matrix in the 'reverse' case. The matrix forms are convenient to show how preconditioning techniques can be applied.
Assume al E crn,rn and AS E cn,n are nonsingular matrices such that
where matrices A1 and A2 come from an incomplete factorization of matrix A. They are composed of products of unit -matrix plus rank -one -matrix type forms which are applied in LUdecompositions. Then the preconditioning matrices for the Hestenes -Stiefel type schemes are chosen as For the reverse scheme, one chooses 01 = b -.4zl and the residual vectors will not coincide with the ~j vectors of the recursion. However, the inner product 0~/0t can still be rewritten by (1.19):
OJ "/01 --)tJ-10f/-1Pf -101 "-110j-1tl 2 1-I ~.1 (1.471 k=l for the Hestenes -Stiefel type reverse scheme and vector fil can be chosen arbitrarily. We do not give here the analogous formula for the reverse L~inczos method, because its projection relations will not be derived in the subsequent sections, although it can be elaborated along similar lines.
As could be seen, there was no need to form the normal equations AItAz -AHb to get a positive semidefinite matrix, hence squaring the condition numbers could also be avoided. But the given recursions might break down if v~Auj -0 at an intermediate stage. Also, a nearly zero divisor might also cause numerical instabilities.
The purpose of these papers is to show that this problem can be cured by restructuring the recursions of Hestenes -Stiefel type. In fact, changing the structure of the recursion matrices L and F is necessary because the nonzero scalars in the recursion matrices may change only the length of the vectors.
THE DIRECT RECURSION SCHEME OF HESTENES -STIEFEL TYPE

ILl. The matrix equations
The general matrix recursion equations of Hestenes -Stiefel type are given by (1.26) -(1.28). Now the recursion matrix L is lower bidiagonal in most of the cases but it may change structure into a sparse lower triangular matrix. Also, F is mostly upper bidiagonal, but it may have a sparse upper triangular form. where ~i+1 E ~r~ i and fi+l E gi.
For simplicity, the diagonal elements are set to 1 in the recursion matrices, hence only the orthogonal rj and qi vectors will be scaled.
It follows from the special structure of the recursion matrices that the subsequent vectors can be computed recursively for some rl, ql starting vector pair. One gets from the first equation of (2.1) and from the second equation of (2.2) for i = 1 :
,n = ,nC/llrlll , = Kq~/llqlll~. The possible steps one can take can, in general, be told at the i -th step in general. It will be assumed that the vectors with subscripts 1, 2,... ,i are known; they have the desired orthogonality properties, namely: The system {vj i _ {rj }/=li ,Uj}j= 1 is A conjugate, the system is C -orthogonal and the system {qJ}j=l is K -orthogonal. Further, it is assumed that the ith order reeursion matrices Li and Fi are known. The generation of the next (i + 1) -st vectors can be given by one of the following three steps.
Bidiagonal step
Here both matrices L and F are continued bidiagonally, hence
(2.5)
Multiply the second equation of (2.1) by ei from the right and the first equation of (2.2) by e T from the left. 
1L3. Diagonal step
This time one of the matrices L and F is augmented diagonally when computing the (i + 1)
-st vectors. It may be applied only if one of the vectors r~+l and qi+l is exactly zero from the bidiagonal step. Assume qi+x is nonzero, but Ai+lri+l = ri -Audv~Au, = 0 holds. Then set Ai+I to zero in order that vector r,+l need not be zero. Hence, the border vectors in the recursion matrices are eT+ 1 "-0, One can find the formulae of the right diagonal step in a similar way:
~T+I ------Ai+leT, where V~lA = 0 is the end condition. On having one of the choices in (2.13), fi+2 = 0 will automatically result from (2.6).
Swap step
Theoretically, this is the most sophisticated step, however, the final result is simple. There are now also left and right side versions. In the left step, one begins with a bidiagonal step at the left side, interchanges the last two orthogonal vectors, say ri and ri+l, and then recalculates the left conjugate vectors vi and Vi+l. In the derivation below the changing quantities will be indicated by a tilde sign and the final quantites are unsigned. The right vectors qi+l and ui+l have to be calculated last.
The left swap step will be elaborated in detail. In order to do this, write the equations of (2.1) into a partitioned form: 
)( ) (oi ic)
\ e, -i;-+~l
It can be seen from the last two forms that they have the general form of (2. 
(2.19)
The right vectors qi+i and ui+l can be calculated only after completing the swap step at the left side.
By observing the tilde sign conventions, the formulae of the right swap s~ep are: 
g.5. The basic theorem on direct recursion
The following conventions will be introduced. The vectors coming from the bidiagonal steps will be given the tilde sign and they will be considered trial vectors. The accepted vectors will be unsigned. Any vectors are acceptable which add a new element to the corresponding vector sets such that they have the desired properties: 
g.6. Proof of the basic theorem
There will be some theorems proven which are interesting in themselves. 
2).
Observe that conditions £i+1 ~ 0 and fi+l ~ 0 are fulfilled if a bidiagonal step or a swap step have been applied. Thus the theorem is yet to be proven for the diagonal step, where £i+1 = 0 or/i+1 = 0. This ease will be shown in the fourth step of proving the next theorem.
Theorem E3
The (i + 1) -st vectors can be given by the following projections:
where the projectors Pi t and P[ were introduced in (1.2). (2.29)
One gets similarly from (2.2)
We get another relation if the first equation of (2.1) is multiplied by matrix R from the right. On applying (1.26) to matrix Dr we obtain that matrices Li and VHR are inverses to each other:
(2.31)
(ii) Assume that li+l # 0 holds. Then Ai+l # 0 follows, which case belongs to the bidiagonal or swap step. Multiply the second equation of (2.1) by vector el from the right and exploit (2.31):
The result is the first relation of (2.24). The first relation of (2.25) can be shown similarly on the assumption that fi+t # 0.
(iii) Assume again £i+1 # 0. Multiply (2.29) by vector r~lC from the right:
We have applied here Theorem 2.2, which was shown for the case of li+l # 0. Now write out the general expression of v~l from the first equation of (2.1). Also substitute here Li+l of (2. which shows the desired orthogonality relations. The K -orthogonality of vector qi+l can be shown analogously, thus Theorem 2.2 is proven. (v) By Theorem 2.2 --which is now valid for all cases --repeat step (iii) once again, hence (2.26) and (2.27) are proven for all cases.
(vi) The second formula of (2.24) is really a complicated form of the first equation of (2.11). It has been produced by substituting ui+l of (2.27) into the first equation of (2.11) and the identity
was made use of. It is necessary to re -write tile formula because it shows that the (i + 1) -st vectors are generated by projections in every case. The proof of (2.25) can be complemented similarly, hence the theorem is proven. At this point the orthogonality properties of the generated vectors are shown. We still need to make some comments on swap steps.
If a swap step is made after diagonal steps, then the diagonal recursion matrix will open into a bidiagonal form. Swap steps cannot be made at both sides at the same time because the i -th vectors on the other side are fixed. However, at the i -th stage a right swap step can be made after a left swap step such that they belong to the i -th level, but this time some vectors have to be discarded.
The general forms of the border vectors are (2, 37) j=k j=h
where the lower limits of the sums have to fulfil one of the conditions Then the inverse can be expressed by the following formula:
(2.46)
The inverse of matrix F T can be given similarly.
~.8. An example
Consider the following matrix of rank 3:
(!11) A number of ways of generating A -conjugate vectors with respect to an arbitrary nonzero matrix A were studied. Judging from Theorem 1.1 the Gram -Schmidt orthogonalization process can adaquately be extended to generate these vectors from a linearly independent base. In fact, Theorem 1.1 is a slight extension to that given by Fox at al. [9] for a symmetric matrix. The maximal number of A -conjugate vector pairs is equal to the rank of matrix A. A full system of A -conjugate vector pairs yields a rank -factorization of matrix A by (1.5) and a (1,2) -generalized inverse to matrix A by (1.8). The complete solution of a consistent linear system in terms of A -conjugate vector pairs is given by Theorem 1.3, Recursive generation methods result if tile base vectors are also generated by projections. Among them Hestenes -Stiefel and L~nczos type methods are given in a preconditioned form. The Hestenes -Stiefel type methods are related to the singular values and the L~nczos type methods are related to the eigenvalues of the respective precondiditoned matrix to matrix A. The projective recursion schemes lead to matrix equation forms, where the conjugate vectors and the auxiliary vectors are collected into a matrix. A recursion is characterized by the recursion matrices L and F. Matrix L is lower bidiagonal and matrix F is an upper bidiagonal matrix in the direct schemes. It is also possible to introduce reverse schemes, where matrix L is an upper and matrix F is a lower bidiagonal matrix. However, these methods may break down if a zero or almost zero divisor occurs.
To overcome the problem, the only possible way is to change the structure in the recursion matrices because the nonzero entries in them are only able to influence the length of the vectors. Simple modifications to the direct scheme of Hestenes -Stiefel type are given in Sec. 2, where the recursion matrices may have bidiagonal and diagonal matrix portions together with portions of matrices having a 'sawtooth' form. It is shown that the moodified recursion matrices will not spoil the orthogonality properties of the vector systems. The resulting method is equivalent to a projective method and subsequent vectors can always be generated if at least one of Aui or AHvi is a nonzero vector. The equivalence to methods minimizing a quadratic form was shown essentially by Hestenes [7] , who proved that any finite method for solving a linear system can be given in terms of minimizing a quadratic form. Tile resulting recursion matrices in the modified forms are so simple that they have a closed inverse formula.
